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Preamble

The  scope  of  this  discussion  document  is  to  provoke  readers  –  be  they
policymakers,  ministerial  off icials,  school  leaders,  educators  and  other
stakeholders  –  to  explore  aspects  that  are  central  to  educational  development
and  improvement  in  our  country.  

As  you  will  see  the  text  tends  to  focus  on  the  teacher  –  on  teacher  recruitment,
on  the  importance  behind  teacher  motivation,  teachers ’  ongoing  professional
learning  and  development,  on  the  changing  and  demanding  contexts  that
teacher  and  school  leaders  face.  However,  this  Preamble  will  help  the  reader  to
appreciate  why  we  are  doing  so.  We  place  the  teacher  at  the  centre  of  this
document  because  to  educate  the  whole  child  –  which  is  the  ult imate  goal  of
education  –  we  need  highly -ski l led,  highly  motivated  teachers  who  are
recognized  and  respected  by  society.  Only  in  this  way  can  we  get  to  the  child.

Highly  motivated  and  highly  ski l led  teachers  who  work  in  a  caring  environment
wil l  do  their  utmost  to  ensure  that  students  learn  to  love  learning.  We  all  know
that  when  teams  of  educators  believe  they  have  the  abil i ty  to  make  a  difference,
excit ing  things  can  happen  in  a  school.  In  the  1970s,  psychologist  Albert
Bandura  uncovered  an  interesting  pattern  in  working -group  dynamics.  He
observed  that  a  group ’s  confidence  in  i ts  abil i t ies  seemed  to  be  associated  with
greater  success.  In  other  words,  the  assurance  a  person  places  in  his  or  her  team
affects  the  team ’s  overal l  performance.  Researchers  have  since  found  this  to  be
true  across  many  domains.  When  a  team  of  individuals  share  the  belief  that
through  their  unif ied  efforts  they  can  overcome  challenges  and  produce
intended  results,  groups  are  more  effective.  In  companies,  when  team  members
hold  posit ive  beliefs  about  the  team ’s  capabil i t ies,  there  is  greater  creativity  and
productivity  (Kim  & Shin,  2015) .  And,  in  schools,  when  educators  believe  in  their
combined  abil i ty  to  inf luence  student  outcomes,  there  are  signif icantly  higher
levels  of  academic  achievement  (Bandura,  1993) .  
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Bandura  named  this  interesting  pattern  in  human  behaviour  ‘collective  eff icacy, ’
which  he  defined  as  “a  group ’s  shared  belief  in  i ts  conjoint  capabil i ty  to
organize  and  execute  the  courses  of  action  required  to  produce  given  levels  of
attainment” (Bandura,  1977,  p.  477) .  There  have  been  many  studies
investigating  collective  eff icacy  in  schools.  Models  for  collective  eff icacy  in
schools  have  been  tested  and  ref ined,  with  researchers  f inding  that  as  successes
and  support  strengthen  teachers ’  confidence  in  their  teams,  student
achievement  increases  as  well .  For  example,  Rachel  Eells ’s  (2011)  meta -analysis
of  studies  related  to  collective  eff icacy  and  achievement  in  education
demonstrated  that  the  beliefs  teachers  hold  about  the  abil i ty  of  the  school  as  a
whole  are  “strongly  and  posit ively  associated  with  student  achievement  across
subject  areas  and  in  multiple  locations” (p.110) .  On  the  basis  of  Eells ’s  research,
Hatt ie  and  Zierer  posit ioned  collective  eff icacy  at  the  top  of  the  l ist  of  factors
that  inf luence  student  achievement  (Hattie  & Zierer,  2018) .  

This  principle  guides  this  document  and  the  last  section  of  this  document
recommends  that  the  education  authorit ies  focus  on  social  emotional  learning
(SEL) .  I t  is  an  area  that  cannot  be  ignored.  The  Chamber  feels  that  i f  seriously
approached  SEL  will  help  us  prevent  a  number  of  issues  that  children,  teenagers
and  adults  alike  are  facing.

We  acknowledge  that  education  for  the  future  depends  on  transforming  the
culture  and  climate  in  which  school  leaders  and  teachers  work  in.  We  need  a
leadership  that  is  cult ivated  within  our  school  communities  by  the  school
members  themselves,  and  that  are  supported  and  galvanized  by  the  education
authorit ies.  

We  see  a  future  where  school  leaders  and  teachers  are  encouraged  and
supported  to:

restructure  schools  that  would  allow  for  a  holist ic  approach  to
education
introduce  more  interdiscipl inarity  across  subjects
connect  what  students  are  learning  with  the  real  world
provide  individualised  attention  to  students
encourage  active  student  learning  and  ownership
take  education  beyond  the  school  walls.

The  schools  we  need  are  those  that  can  help  students  develop  the  ski l ls  they
need  to  lead  successful  personal  and  professional  l ives.  Many  studies  (e.g.
Clarke,  2018 ;  Hodgman,  2018 ;  McMurray  et  al . ,  2016 ;  OECD,  2019 ;  Pang  et  al . ,
2019)  have  shown  that  employers  are  more  interested  in  having  graduates  have
holist ic  ski l ls .  To  be  successful  in  the  21st  century,  students  need  to  know  how
to  establish  a  work  ethic /  professionalism,  teamwork /collaboration,  communicate
verbally  and  in  writ ing,  work  directly  with  and  inf luence  people,  synthesize
information,  digital  technology,  creatively  solve  problems,  engage  in  varied
learning  opportunit ies,  global / intercultural  f luency,  and  leadership.  

For  the  good  of  our  children  and  our  future,  we  cannot  continue  to  fragment
education,  reducing  i t  to  disconnected  individual  parts.  This  requires  a
concerted  effort  as  educators  across  all  levels,  together  with  other  community
members,  come  together  to  embrace  this  challenge.
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This  remains  the  challenge  –  that  of  transforming  schools  and  community
cultures  based  on  a  clear  focus  on  the  relat ional  and  holist ic  aspects  of
schooling  –  on  restoring  trust  among  teachers,  on  creating  t ime  for  developing
teacher  leadership  structures  that  spur  innovation,  support  collaboration  and
risk  taking.  This  will  help  us  to  foster  vibrant  learning  environments  that  our
country  needs  and  deserves.  

One  may  argue  that  our  educational  system  is  r i fe  with  educational  policies  that
have  proli ferated  over  the  past  2 -3  decades.  Whilst  this  ref lects  a  dynamic,
growing  and  engaging  system  i t  throws  l ight  on  the  need  to  be  cautious.  The
Chamber ’s  posit ion  is  that  whilst  acknowledging  the  hard  work  carried  out  so  far
we  encourage  a  serious  debate  and  actions  on  issues  that  are  highlighted  here
and  potential ly  others  that  may  come  out  as  a  result  of  the  Chamber ’s  Education
Committee ’s  meetings  with  various  stakeholders  over  the  months  to  come.  

Introduction  

The  introduction  to  the  OECD  report  entit led  How  Teachers  Learn,  states  that
“these  days,  education  is  no  longer  just  about  teaching  students  something,  but
about  helping  them  develop  a  rel iable  compass  and  the  tools  to  navigate  with
confidence  through  an  increasingly  complex,  volati le  and  uncertain  world.  We
live  in  a  world  in  which  the  kind  of  things  that  are  easy  to  teach  and  test  have
also  become  easy  to  digit ise  and  automate,  and  where  society  no  longer  rewards
students  just  for  what  they  know  but  for  what  they  can  do  with  what  they  know.
Today ’s  teachers  need  to  help  students  think  for  themselves  and  work  with
others,  and  to  develop  identity,  agency  and  purpose” (2019,  p.  4) .

This  quote  resonates  the  Chambers ’  views  on  issues  of  primary  importance  to
education  and  social  and  economic  development  in  our  country,  that  of  learning
as  a  way  of  l i fe  and  the  need  for  connections ;  that  of  creating  opportunit ies  for
learners,  at  whatever  age,  to  relate  what  they  are  exposed  to  their  personal  and
professional  development.

As  a  result ,  we  demand  a  lot  from  teachers.  Apart  from  content  and  pedagogical
content  knowledge  ski l ls  we  expect  teachers  to  create  safe  and  caring
environments  that  lead  to  learning.   We  expect  them  to  be  caring  and
compassionate  as  they  relate  to  the  individual  needs  and  behaviour  of  students.
We  expect  them  to  encourage  engagement  and  participation  in  the  learning  as
they  slowly  take  responsibi l i ty  for  their  own  learning.  We  also  expect  them  to  be
able  to  respond  to  students  coming  from  different  backgrounds  and  having
different  needs.  We  expect  them  to  nurture  tolerance  and  social  cohesion ;  to
provide  continuous  assessment  and  feedback  so  that  students  improve  their  

We  are  keen  on  seeing  schools  of  the  future  engaging  differently  from  the  way
they  do  today.  We,  l ike  so  many,  want  a  lot  more  than  giving  students  basic
ski l ls .  We  want  to  see  a  challenging  curriculum,  creative  thinking,  social  ski l ls ,
cit izenship,  well -being,  the  arts  and  preparation  for  ski l led  employment.  We  see
‘educators ’  in  the  world  of  work  supporting,  creating  learning  opportunit ies  for
others,  as  we  create  the  energized  school  were  students  are  empowered.

 In a fast-changing world, if you can’t learn, unlearn
and relearn, you’re lost. Sustainable and continuous

learning is a given of the twenty-first century.
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learning  potential .  We  expect  teachers  to  ensure  that  the  learning  environment
allows  students  to  feel  valued  and  part  of  a  community.  At  the  same  t ime,  we
expect  teachers  to  engage  in  collaborative  learning  and  thus  work  alongside
others  as  they  seek  to  enhance  their  practices.  We  expect  them  to  network
within,  between  and  across  institutions  and  work  alongside  parents  (see  Box  1) .
Possibly  the  reader  can  add  more  to  this  l ist  of  expectations  (Blazer  & Kraft ,
2017 ;  Hattie,  2012 ;  Hattie  & Zierer,  2018) .  Furthermore,  studies  on  leadership
show  that  leaders  play  a  crit ical ,  albeit  indirect  role  in  making  all  this  happen
(Day  and  Sammons,  2013 ;  Day,  Gu  & Sammons,  2016) .

ACTION TO BE TAKEN

Continuous self-development for
lifelong learning

We  recommend  that  the  OECD  statement
is  dissected  in  such  a  way  that  we  gather
evidence  to  show  that  the  principles
upheld  are  actually  taking  place  in  our
schools.  I t  would  help  schools /Colleges
to  identify  good  practices  that  can  then
be  shared  with  others.  

For  example:  The  last  sentence  of  the
quote  above  states  that  students  need  to
develop  crit ical  and  analytical  ski l ls  –

how  is  this  being  encouraged  through
the  varied  subjects /  areas  of  study  that
are  being  tackled  in  schools?   They  are
expected  to  develop  ‘ identity,  agency
and  purpose. ’  How  is  this  being  done?
Through  which  subject  matter / issues,
what  pedagogies  and  what  init iat ives  are
being  undertaken  for  this  to  be
developed?

As  we  also  know,  and  have  known  for  many
years,  teachers  matter  more  to  student
achievement  than  any  other  aspect  of
schooling  and  that  the  quality  of  an
education  system  depends  on  the  quality  of
its  teachers.  However,  the  quality  of
teachers  cannot  exceed  the  quality  of  the
policies  that  shape  their  work  environment
in  school  and  that  guide  their  selection,
recruitment  and  development  (Day  et  al ,
2009 ;  OECD,  2005 ;  Ray  et  al . ,  2014) .  

Broadly  defined,  teacher  policies  are  the
regulations  and  principles  of  action  at  the
levels  of  schools  and  education  systems
that  shape,  in  a  particular  t ime  and  place,
the  teaching  force  and  what  teachers  do.
Exist ing  definit ions  of  ‘teacher  policies ’

comprise  several  common  elements.  The
Teachers  Matter  report  (OECD,  2005) ,  for
example,  covers  policies  related  to
attracting,  recruit ing,  developing  and
retaining  effective  teachers.  The  same
report  further  classif ies  these  policies  into
five  main  clusters:  policies  related  to  the
preparation  and  development  of  teachers  

(what  does  i t  take  to  become  a  teacher?) ;  policies  related  to  career  structure  and
incentives  (what  motivates  individuals  to  work  as  teachers?) ;  policies  that
influence  the  demand  for  teachers  (such  as  class  size,  teaching  loads,
t imetabling,  etc.) ;  policies  that  govern  and  structure  the  labour  market  (how  are
teachers  matched  to  vacancies?) ;  and  school  processes  and  practices  that
influence  the  work  of  teachers.  These  policies  are  embedded  within  the  larger
school  policies  and  societal  contexts.

A  more  recent  publication,  Empowered  Educators  (Darl ing -Hammond  et  al . ,
2017) ,  emphasises  the  importance  behind  school  processes  and  peer
relationships,  and  identif ies  the  fol lowing  areas  as  having  a  direct  inf luence  on
teachers  and  their  work:  recruitment  ( including  selection)  processes  and
regulations,  teacher  preparation,  induction  and  mentoring,  professional
learning,  teacher  feedback  and  appraisal ,  and  career  and  leadership
development.  More  indirectly,  school  policies,  such  as  school  curricula,
assessments  and  accountabil i ty,  school - funding  strategies,  and  school
organisation  and  scheduling,  also  inf luence,  constrain  or  empower  the  work  of
teachers.
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Among  teacher  policies,  school  autonomy  in  hir ing,  compensating  and  f i r ing
teachers  is  particularly  emphasised  in  the  How  Teachers  Learn  OECD  report  and
other  studies.  Greater  school  autonomy  increases  recruitment  and  management
costs,  making  i t  harder  to  provide  consistent  service.  For  this  reason,  granting
schools  greater  responsibi l i ty  for  hir ing  teachers  could  lead  to  greater
disparit ies  in  teachers ’  quali f ications  and  experience  among  schools  (OECD,
2005,  p.  12) .  Managing  these  r isks  requires  greater  care  in  selecting  and  training
principals  and  other  school  leaders,  and  providing  schools  in  unpopular
locations  with  signif icantly  more  resources  to  remain  attractive.  More  central ised
systems,  on  the  other  hand,  might  f ind  i t  more  diff icult  to  adapt  to  the  diverse
and  rapidly  changing  situations  in  which  schools  operate.

When  teacher  allocation  and  promotion  is  governed  by  impersonal  rules,  those
rules  might  result  in  suboptimal  matches  between  teachers ’  talents  and
preferences  on  the  one  hand  and  the  needs  of  schools  and  students  on  the
other.  Many  systems  combine  multiple  levels  of  governance  precisely  in  order  to
avoid  the  dangers  of  both  excessive  fragmentation  and  central isation.  In  Malta
recruitment  in  the  state  sector  is  sti l l  governed  by  central  authorit ies.  We  believe
that  whilst  this  is  a  good  practice  from  a  cost -effective  and  administrative
perspective,  i t  is  essential  that  the  involvement  of  school  leaders  in  the
recruitment  system  is  guaranteed  to  ensure  a  match  between  recruitment  and
the  specif ic  school ’s  needs.

Box  1:  Effective  Teachers  Provide  

stimulating  environments
scaffolding  that  is  appropriate  to
student  needs
support  for  weaker  students
structure  and  stabil i ty
consistency  and  correction
feedback  and  goal  sett ing
encouragement  and  emotional
support
learning  tools  and  resources
advice  for  parents
knowledge  and  ski l ls

guidance  toward  ‘the  next  step ’

diagnosis  of  weaknesses
opportunit ies  for  novel
experiences
‘hands -on ’  learning
 guided  questioning
 condit ions  for  curiosity
 passion  for  learning
 high  expectations
 programs  that  deliver  learning  in
a  meaningful  and  intentional  way
an  entrepreneurial  mind -set
towards  l i fe  ski l ls

They  also:

collaborate  and  engage  with  colleagues
reflect  on  their  practices  and  those  of  others
express  a  love  for  learning,  personal  and  professional
development
actively  work  at  staying  up -to -date
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Are  there  qualit ies  unique  to  teachers
in  high -performing  countries?

Three  elements  of  teachers ’  professional
development  policies  are  common  to  high -

performing  countries:  a  mandatory  and
extended  period  of  clinical  practise  as  part
of  init ial  teacher  education  or  of  the
induction  period ;  the  presence  of  a  variety  of
bespoke  opportunit ies  for  in -service
teachers ’  professional  development,  such  as
workshops  organised  by  the  school ;  and
teacher -appraisal  mechanisms,  either
legislated  or  deeply  rooted  in  school
practice,  with  a  strong  focus  on  teachers ’

continuous  improvement  and  keeping  them
up  to  date.  But  the  shared  goal  of  supporting
teachers ’  professionalism  throughout  their
career  translates  into  many  different
approaches  to  selecting  and  evaluating
teachers,  and  a  wide  range  of  career  and
compensation  structures.  

Both  career -based  and  posit ion -based  public  employment  tradit ions  are  found
among  high -performing  systems.  PISA  results  also  show  a  posit ive  relat ionship
between  increases  in  schools ’  responsibi l i ty  for  selecting  teachers  for  hire
between  2006  and  2015  and  contemporaneous  improvements  in  students ’

performance  in  science,  reading  and  mathematics.  Furthermore,  this  relat ionship
is  stronger  across  systems  in  which  school - level  achievement  data  are  used  for
accountabil i ty  practices  –  e.g.  are  posted  publicly  or  are  tracked  over  t ime  by  an
administrative  authority.  

This  might  suggest  that  when  greater  responsibi l i ty  for  teacher  selection  is
devolved  to  schools,  systems  are  better  able  to  adapt  to  new  circumstances  and
to  growing  expectations,  and  teachers  are  more  committed  to  students ’  learning
– provided  that  schools  have  the  r ight  incentives  and  are  held  accountable  for
their  outcomes.  However,  the  relat ionship  could  also  ref lect  countries ’  decision
to  reduce  school  autonomy  i f  student  performance  is  in  decline,  or  to  grant
greater  autonomy  to  schools  i f  performance  is  improving.  In  other  words,  the
causal  direction  of  this  association  cannot  be  determined.

Is  teaching  an  attractive  profession?

Within  the  teacher  education  l i terature,  numerous  posit ive  and  negative  factors
have  been  noted  as  inf luencing  young  people ’s  decision  to  pursue  a  career  in
teaching.  Surveys  of  teachers  often  show  that  teachers  are  highly  motivated  by
the  intr insic  benefits  of  teaching  such  as:  working  with  children,  helping  them
develop  and  making  a  contribution  to  society.  The  Teachers  Matter  report ,  for
example,  summarises  f indings  from  French  and  Austral ian  surveys,  and  the
opinions  of  several  national  experts  participating  in  country  reviews,  to
conclude  that  extr insic  factors,  such  as  job  stabil i ty,  pay  or  working  hours,  are  of
secondary  importance  for  those  who  elected  a  career  in  teaching  and  remained
in  the  profession  (OECD,  2005,  pp.  67 -69) .
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While  intr insic  factors  are  no  doubt  important  for  current  teachers,  these  studies
do  not  explain  why  other  “potential  teachers” elected  alternative  careers  instead
of  teaching,  or  quit  teaching  after  a  while.  In  fact ,  studies  that  survey  a  larger
pool  of  graduates  about  their  career  choices  show  that  the  relat ive  salaries  of
graduate  occupations  do  play  a  role  in  these  choices:  had  teachers ’  salaries
been  higher,  more  “potential  teachers” would  have  seriously  considered  a  career
in  teaching.

At  the  same  t ime,  the  OECD  report  Teachers  Matters  recognises  that  teachers ’

daily  work  “has  become  more  complex  and  demanding  in  addressing
increasingly  diverse  student  populations,  higher  social  expectations  of  schools,
expanding  f ields  of  knowledge,  and  new  types  of  responsibi l i t ies” (OECD  2005,
cited  in  Watt  et  al .  2012,  p.  1) .  There  is  also  global  recognit ion  that  the  success
of  any  educational  reform  strongly  depends  on  the  quality  and  performance  of
the  teachers  ( Ingersoll  and  Smith  2004 ;  Kennedy  2008 ;  Tatto  2007) .  However,
due  to  the  demanding  workload  mentioned  above,  teachers ’  performance  is
l ikely  to  be  adversely  affected.  Teaching  is  a  profession  that  requires  a  high
degree  of  responsibi l i ty  and  altruism.  Consequently,  i t  is  proving  a  rather
diff icult  task  motivating  young  people  to  consider  let  alone  join  the  teaching
profession.  Yet,  given  that  “teaching  appears  to  be  an  occupation  considered
central  to  a  country ’s  development  and  well -being” (Watt  et  al .  2012,  p.  1) ,  there
is  an  understandable  concern  for  educating  the  next  generation.

In  recent  years,  worldwide  teacher  shortages  have  given  r ise  to  studies  of  the
motivation  for  choosing  teaching  as  a  career,  which  are  particularly  important
when  explaining  why  teacher  education  graduates  do  not  enter  the  profession  or
drop  out  after  a  short  period  of  t ime  (Rots  et  al .  2010 ;  Thomson  et  al .  2012 ;  Watt
and  Richardson  2008) .  Austral ia,  Germany,  Norway,  Sweden,  Turkey,  the  U.K. ,  the
U.S.A. ,  and  several  other  European  countries,  among  others,  have  reported
diff iculty  recruit ing  and  retaining  teachers  (Eskicumah,  2002 ;  Johnson  and
Birkeland  2003 ;  Krecic  and  Grmek  2005 ;  Karlberg  & Bezzina,  2020 ;  Kyriacou  et  al .
1999 ;  Liu  et  al .  2000 ;  Moran  et  al .  2001 ;  Newson  1993 ;  Ramsay  2000 ;  Richardson
and  Watt  2010 ;  Sinclair  2008 ;  Spear  et  al .  2000) .  These  diff icult ies  in  recruit ing
and  retaining  teachers  are  l inked  to  teacher  workload,  salary,  disruptive  pupils,
and  the  low  status  of  the  profession  (Kyriacou  et  al .  2003,  p.  256) .

The attractiveness of the teaching profession  is
related to teachers’ salaries; but to promote  teaching
as a career for top-performing students,  job quality

matters at least as much as pay.

An  increase  in  teachers ’  salaries  can  improve  the  attractiveness  of  the  teaching
profession,  but  might  not  be  enough  to  attract  more  high -achieving  students  to
the  profession.  People  are  attracted  to  certain  professions  by  some  combination
of  the  occupational  status,  work  environment,  sense  of  personal  contribution
and  the  f inancial  rewards  associated  with  the  given  profession.  Teacher  policy
needs  to  examine  these  aspects  closely.  
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The  analyses  in  the  OECD  report  Effective  Teacher  Policies:  Insights  from  PISA
(2018)  show  that  15 -year -old  students  are  already  sensit ive  to  f inancial  rewards
when  considering  various  occupations.  However,  the  analyses  also  indicate  that
the  relat ively  low  salaries  of  teachers,  compared  with  those  of  other
professionals  with  similar  education,  are  unlikely  to  be  the  sole  reason  i t  has
proven  diff icult  to  attract  high -achieving  students,  and  students  from
underrepresented  backgrounds,  to  teaching  (NFER,  2018) .  Studies  such  as  the
ones  by  Carver -Thomas  & Darl ing -Hammond  (2017) ,  Eger  (2015)  and  Sutcher,
Darl ing -Hammond  and  Carver -Thomas  (2016)  attest  to  this.

In  Malta,  we  could  explore  the  impact  that  the  I -Gaming  industry  (another  word
for  gambling)  has  brought  with  i t  on  our  youngsters.  At  the  University  we  have
anecdotal  evidence  that  shows  that  quite  a  number  of  young  graduates
(especial ly  but  not  l imited  to  those  special ising  in  statist ics  and  mathematics)

are  lured  to  this  job.  Easy  money  and  less  stress  and  given  the  growing  demands
on  young  people  to  sett le  down  and  l ive  an  independent  l i fe,  principles,  values
and  altruism,  in  particular ,  may  not  be  enough.  This  is ,  however,  also  an
opportunity  to  address  that  such  industr ies  may  be  transient.  Covid -19  bringing
with  i t  a  new  normal  in  the  coming  years  that  may  well  reduce  i f  not  total ly
el iminate  such  job  options  thereby  highlighting  the  need  for  resi l ience  and
pivoting  within  one ’s  own  working  l i fe.

Stress  and  Burnout

Various  studies  have,  over  the  years,   explored  teacher  stress  and  burnout.  This
is   becoming  more  pronounced  due  to  the  COVID -19  pandemic.  In  one  study
(Moeller  et  al . ,  (2018)  85% of  teachers  reported  that  work - l i fe  imbalance  was
affecting  their  abil i ty  to  teach.  Another  research  study  (Carver -Thomas  &

Darl ing -Hammond,  2017)  has  shown  that  at  least  30% of  teachers  leave  the
profession  within  their  f i rst  f ive  years  of  teaching.  Other  studies  (Herman,
Hickmon -Rose  & Reinke,  2017 ;  The  Graide  Network,  2020)  found  that  the  general
causes  of  teacher  stress  and  burnout  are  related  to  a  lack  of  strong  leadership
and  a  negative  climate,  as  well  as  increased  job  demands,  especial ly  around
testing,  addressing  challenging  student  behaviours,  a  lack  of  autonomy  and
decision -making  power,  and  l imited -to -no  training  in  social  and  emotional
learning  (SEL)  to  support  educators ’  and  students ’  emotional  needs.
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ACTION TO BE TAKEN

Recruitment,  retention and turnover research 

We  propose  undertaking  longitudinal  studies  in  the  area  of  recruitment,
retention  and  development  of  teachers.  The  fol lowing  type  of  questions
may  guide  this  research  that  could  be  undertaken  either  through  national
research  funds  allocated  to  potential  researchers,  and /or  encouraging  and
supporting  doctoral  studies  in  the  area.

What  type  of  students  are  we  attracting  to  our  teacher  education
(MTL)  courses?
Which  areas  are  we  f inding  diff icult ies  in  recruit ing  potential
teachers?
What  alternative  routes  into  teaching  exist  and  how  effective  are
these?
Is  teaching  deemed  an  attractive  profession?
Are  teachers  adequately  paid?
Are  teachers  in  Malta  experiencing  stress  and  burnout?
What  is  the  level  of  job  satisfaction  amongst  teachers?
Is  the  profession  facing  a  retention  problem?
Are  there  specif ic  age  cohorts  that  may  be  leaving?
How  do  leaving  rates  and  job  satisfaction  compare?
What  are  local  studies  showing  us?

Teacher  Empowerment  

Transforming  the  work  organisation  of  schools,  involving  teachers  in  school
decision  making,  enhancing  their  leadership  responsibi l i t ies  and  promoting
teaching  as  a  demanding  but  fulf i l l ing  profession  are  at  least  as  important  as
increasing  teachers ’  salaries.  Media  campaigns  to  enhance  the  image  of  the
profession  by  highlighting  i ts  importance  for  the  nation,  i ts  sophist ication  and
complexity,  and  the  intel lectual  excitement  i t  can  generate,  can  also  help.
Countries  that  wish  to  broaden  the  range  of  teachers ’  backgrounds  and
experiences  could  concentrate  on  promoting  the  benefits  of  a  teaching  career  to
groups  who  are  under -represented  in  the  teaching  force,  such  as  men  and
people  from  minority  backgrounds.

This  implies  exploring  exist ing  collaborative  and  collegial  practices  in  our
schools.  This  warrants  a  lot  of  attention  given  that  even  the  latest  Teacher
Collective  Agreement  has  focused  a  lot  on  the  importance  behind  nurturing  the
personal  and  collective  capacity  of  all  educators.  This  is  an  important  step
towards  emphasising  the  importance  behind  adult  learning.  We  need  to
definitely  see  what  is  taking  place  in  our  schools  and  start  sharing  good
practices.  There  is  great  value  in  sharing  within  and  across  schools  and  we  need
to  see  how  the  College  network  system  has  helped  to  enhance  learning  among
educators.
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Whilst  we  need  to  view  how  teachers  learn  we
also  need  to  then  l ink  this  to  how  students
learn  and  therefore  the  need  to  look  at  how
students  are  currently  learning  in  our
classrooms  and  schools  in  general .

Here  we  can  l ink  at  understanding  the  impact
that  teachers  have  on  student  achievement
(academic  and  affective)  and  student  learning
by  carrying  out  more  class -based  research.
Studies  have  shown  that  effective  teachers
are  best  identif ied  by  their  performance,  not
by  their  background  or  teaching  experience
(Hattie  & Timperley,  2007 ;  Hattie  & Zierer,
2018 ;  Rubie -Davies,  2014) .  A  better  way  to
assess  teachers ’  effectiveness  is  to  look  at
their  on -the - job  performance,  including  what
they  do  in  the  classroom  and  how  much
progress  their  students  make  through  class -

based  assessment  or  through  other  tests.  This
is  something  that  could  be  worth  exploring  as
part  of  the  self -sought  or  COPE  sessions
organised  at  school  in  l ine  with  the  Collective
Agreement  between  the  government /
secretariat  and  Independent  schools  and  the
Malta  Union  of  Teachers.

We  are  of  the  opinion  that  we  can  enhance
student  achievement  i f  we  work  more  closely
with  teachers  and  allow  greater  init iat ive  for
teachers  to  create  more  networked  learning
opportunit ies  as  the  ones  promoted  both
through  the  amendment  of  the  Education  Act,
A  National  Curriculum  Framework  for  All
(2012) ,  The  Respect  for  All  Framework  (2014)

and  the  Education  Strategy  for  Malta  2014 -

2024  (2014) ,  all  speak  of  a  holist ic  orientation
to  learning.  However,  as  we  all  know,  that
ult imately  the  test  of  a  policy  is  in  i ts
enactment,  i ts  implementation  at  the
grassroots  level .  I t  is  here  that  laudable
principles  and  goals  are  put  to  the  test .  I t  is
here  that  the  Four  Principles  of  Learning  as
espoused  by  UNESCO  and  recommended  in
the  Education  Strategy  for  Malta  come  to  l i fe,
namely  Learning  to  Live  Together,  Learning
to  Be,  Learning  to  Know,  and  Learning  to  Do.
This  is  further  reinforced  by  the  education+

init iat ive  undertaken  by  the  Ministry  for
Education  and  Employment.  This  init iat ive
brings  together  the  Ministry  for  Education  and
Employment,  social  partners,  businesses,
industry  and  education  institutions  to  form
partnerships  so  that  both  the  education  and
employment  sectors  understand  each  other ’s
needs,  build  bridges  between  industry  and
education  and  equip  students  with  the  

ACTION TO BE TAKEN

What  is  currently  taking  place  in
relation  to  teacher  empowerment
through  developing  their  collective
capacity?
 

How  has  the  government  –  MUT
Collective  Agreement  helped  in  this
regard?    

How  are  teachers  encouraged  to
engage  in  collaborative  practices?
Give  examples.  

What  are  your  opinions  about  the
current  teacher  appraisal  system?
What  improvements  would  you
introduce  to  enhance  i ts  value?

Nurturing the collective capacity/
collaborative practices in our schools.

Identifying  good  practices.
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necessary  competences  mirroring  industry  demands.  education+ also  honours
the  four  pil lars  of  education  recommended  by  UNESCO.  education+ wants  to
develop  and  cult ivate  ski l ls ,  att itudes  and  values  for  the  real  world  in  the  21st
century  and  empower  young  people  to  become  active  cit izens  and  be
employable  in  a  dynamic  democratic  society  and  economy.

However, as we all know, that ultimately the test of a
policy is in its enactment,  its implementation at the

grassroots level.

With  such  a  vision  we  recommend  that  we  also  try  to  capture  the  work  carried
out  by  the  OECD  through  i ts  Learning  Compass  2030.  This  is  an  evolving
learning  framework  that  sets  out  an  aspirational  vision  for  the  future  of
education.  I t  supports  the  wider  goals  of  education  and  provides  points  of
orientation  towards  the  future  we  want,  that  is  individual  and  collective
wellbeing.  The  metaphor  of  a  learning  compass  was  adopted  to  emphasise  the
need  for  students  to  learn  to  navigate  by  themselves  through  unfamil iar
contexts,  and  f ind  their  direction  in  meaningful  and  responsible  ways,  instead  of
simply  receiving  f ixed  instructions  or  directions  from  their  teachers.

We  believe  that  this  has  been  one  of  the  major  challenges  various  educational
reforms  in  Malta  have  tr ied  to  address.  However,  with  sti l l  a  heavy  dependence
on  coverage  we  have  not  managed  to  address  this.  At  least  one  of  the  reasons
for  this  is  that  we  sti l l  adopt  highly  central ised  modes  of  governance  where
empowerment  at  the  school  site  is  sti l l  relat ively  weak  i f  not  non -existent.  Hence,
we  recommend  that  we  engage  with  educators  at  the  school  level  to  address  this
issue.   This,  we  feel ,  is  of  crit ical  importance  to  resolving  issues  directly  related
to  the  demographic  of  any  particular  school.   One  size  f i ts  all  does  not  address
individual  needs.

Schools  should  be  about  exploration  and  challenge,  growth  and  caring
according  to  veteran  educator  and  school  leader,  Roland  Barth.  We  too  believe
that  much  Maltese  school  "reform"  keeps

ACTION TO BE TAKEN

Exploring student voice

We  recommend  that  studies  that  explore
student  voice  are  encouraged.  Whilst
policies  may  indeed  be  laudable  we  do
need  to  see  how  students  themselves
view  their  educational  journey.  We  need
to  explore  whether  and  when  there  is  a
match  or  mismatch  between  national
goals  and  aspirations  and  the  ambitions
and   aspirations  of  our  youth.

coming  down  from  above  and  we  argue
that  healthy  change  must  come  from
within  each  school  community.  Maltese
state  schools  have  been  dominated  by  a
conception  of  educational  improvement
that  can  be  described  as  ‘ l ist  logic ’ .  There
are  two  main  reasons  for  the  perseverance
of  l ist  logic  as  the  driving  force  in
educational  reform.  I t  is  a  logic  and  thus
defensible  in  solemn  presentations  before
parl iament  and  audiences.  I t  also  enjoys
face  validity.   Lists  show  that  we  know
where  we  are  going  and  that  we  are  taking
the  r ight  steps  to  get  there.  They  allow  us
to  determine  which  individuals  and  which
schools  have  arrived,  and  they  offer  
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polit ical  cover  for  educators  who  are  higher  up  in  the  administrative  chain  of
command.  In  short ,  l ists  promise  change,  legit imacy,  and  accountabil i ty  to  an
enterprise  in  need  of  all  three.

Lists  tend  to  be  prescriptions  for  other  people  and  for  others  to  fol low,  be  they
school  leaders,  teachers  or  students.

The  l ist  logic  depends  for  i ts  success  on  the  existence  of  bright  sheep!  We  read
proposals  every  day  suggesting  ways  to  attract,  train,  retrain  teachers.  Yet,  on
the  very  next  page  we  read  more  and  more  demands  that  such  individuals
comply  with  the  requirements  of  externally  controlled,  predetermined,
routinized,  and  monitored  jobs.  Higher  salaries  may  lure  some  young  people  to
pursue  a  career  in  teaching,  even  though  as  we  have  seen  in  earl ier  sections  to
this  report ,  this  is  only  one  variable  that  impacts  and /or  determines  such  a
choice.  Money  alone  will  do  l i t t le  to  make  working  in  schools  a  profession.
Teachers  with  responsibi l i t ies  for  20 -30 -100 -  500  students,  for  approximately
250  days  a  year  do  not  want  to  be  constantly  told  what  to  do.  Lists  of  desirable
characterist ics  may  be  a  good  idea,  but  they  have  been  taken  too  far .  Logic  has
become  a  pathologic.  No  wonder  teachers  and  school  leaders  talk  of  reform
fatigue!

We  cannot  keep  on  adding  to  an  already  vast  and  demanding  curriculum.  We
need  to  review  our  programme  in  such  a  way  that  challenges  us  to  focus  on  what
is  being  learnt  ( i .e .  learning  outcomes) ;  how  i t  is  being  taught  ( i .e .  the
pedagogies  of  teaching  and  learning) ;  and  the  impact  these  are  having  on
students.  We  strongly  believe  that  the  laudable  goals  art iculated  in  the
Framework  for  the  Education  Strategy  for  Malta  2014 -2024  and  myjourney:
Achieving  through  different  paths,  can  be  reached  i f  we  adopt  such  a  focus.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN

Emerging  issues  in  specif ic  curricula  f ields  and  subjects ;

Weaknesses  and  strengths  of  the  exist ing  curriculum ;

Identif ies  ski l ls  and /or  subjects  that  may  need  to  be  introduced,  updated  or
broadened ;

Assesses  industry  needs  and  streamline  content ;
Reviews  each  subject  by  goals,  objectives,  course  outl ines,  outputs,  expected
outcomes,  resources,  course  units,  credit  units  and  accreditation ;

Makes  recommendations  to  meet  the  emerging  needs  and  values  of  society ;

Generates  documentation  of  the  programme  quality  relat ive  to  previous
reviews ;

Provides  means  of  assessing  the  impact  of  the  exist ing  programme  with
output  and  outcomes ;

Provides  the  basis  for  future  program  reviews  and  action -oriented  review
processes  in  an  ongoing  improvement  process.  

Commission a curriculum review as opposed to simply ‘adding on’

A  curriculum  review  would  provide  a  holist ic  approach  to  subjects  taught,  new
skil ls  that  need  to  be  introduced  and  the  potential  elimination  of  content  that  is
no  longer  relevant.  We  propose  convening  a  curriculum  review  which  identif ies:  
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Social  emotional  learning  and  service  learning

Growing  up  today  seems  to  be  harder  than  ever.  Children,  young  people  and
adults  face  a  host  of  novel  stressors  that  are  hard  to  relate  too,  much  more
understand.  We  are  l iving  in  an  uncertain,  turbulent  world,  a  world  where  issues
of  corruption,  injustice,  migration,  poverty,  and  acts  of  terrorism  affect  many
communities,  many  nations.  The  COVID -19  pandemic  has  brought  with  i t  a  wave
of  issues  that  are  effecting  the  l ives  that  people  have  been  used  too,  whether  at
work,  or  at  home  as  people  are  having  to  adjust  to  new  ways  of  doing  things,
new  ways  of  relat ing  to  each  other.  We  sti l l  have  to  see  how  people  are  coping
and  the  demands  and  pressures  on  our  personal  and  collective  wellbeing.  

As  Bezzina  (2018)  has  argued,  when  we  witness  such  events  they  may  make  us
feel  helpless,  vulnerable,  or  else  we  remain  detached,  oblivious  of  the  real it ies
that  surround  us.  A  small  country  l ike  Malta  too  is  feel ing  the  pressure  of  such
events.  In  fact ,  we  are  witnessing  f i rst  hand  that  the  social  fabric  in  our  country
is  changing  rapidly.  We  are  l iving  in  societies  that  are  becoming  more  diverse,
complex  and  unfamil iar .  The  tapestry  that  is  being  woven  around  us  is  quite
different  from  the  ones  we  grew  in.  Old  and  current  ways  of  thinking  and  doing
wil l  not  help  us  address  such  issues.  We  need  to  engage  in  different  ways  both
personally  and  collectively.  We  need  to  question  what  we  take  for  granted,  to
question  the  unquestionable ;  to  take  a  stand ;  to  deliberate  and  engage  with
issues  that  affect  us  and  future  generations.  

Studies,  both  local  and  international ,  have  been  showing  us  that  such  events  are
having  their  tol l  on  all  of  us.  Young  people  today  have  to  navigate  a  complex
and  ever -changing  world,  facing  challenges  and  pressures  in  numerous  aspects
of  their  l i fe,  now  compounded  further  by  the  COVID -19  pandemic.  

Various  init iat ives  are  being  undertaken  by  the  Maltese  authorit ies  to  address
such  issues.  I t  is  not  the  intent  to  explore  them  but  to  highlight  the  importance
of  looking  at  education  from  a  more  holist ic  perspective  as  this  is  central  to
presenting  an  education  for  the  future  that  will  help  to  strengthen  the  Maltese
community  and  as  a  result  i ts  economy.  

The  Chamber  recognises  that  the  national  strategy  for  mental  health  has  been
long  overdue  and  welcome.  As  the  Minister  for  Health  Dr  Chris  Fearne  noted  in
the  Foreword  of  this  strategy:  

“Mental health is an indispensable element of
health and well-being that we all possess and

need to nurture and protect through a proactive
and preventive approach that goes far beyond
the confines of the health sector. Indeed, every

facet of our daily life has a bearing on our mental
wellbeing” (2019, p. 3)
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Improving  and  priorit is ing  wellbeing  in  schools  is  essential .  There  is  a  growing
mental  health  problem  in  our  schools.  Evidence  shows  that  across  Malta  and
Gozo  mental  health  issues  in  children  are  increasing  while  child  wellbeing  is
deteriorating.  

A  review  of  early  studies  conducted  in  Malta  over  the  past  decade  or  so  shows  a
growing  concern.  A  national  study  reported  by  Cefai  et  al . ,  (2008)  found  that
about  10% of  the  Maltese  student  population  experienced  social ,  emotional
and /or  behavioural  problems.  In  a  World  Health  Organization  (WHO,  2008)

international  comparative  study,  Maltese  students  rated  their  health  and
wellbeing  relat ively  poorly.  They  reported  that  they  felt  among  the  most
pressured  students  in  the  study,  with  the  pressure  increasing  across  the
secondary  school  years  (WHO,  2008) .  In  that  study,  although  school -based
bullying  in  Malta  was  reported  to  be  lower  than  the  European  Union  (EU)

average,  violence  was  reported  to  be  well  above  the  EU  average,  particularly
among  13 -  to  15 -year -old  students  (WHO,  2008) .  A  study  among  OECD  countries
suggested  that  almost  half  of  lower  secondary  students  in  Malta  int imidated  or
verbally  abused  other  students,  which  was  signif icantly  higher  than  the  study
average  (OECD,  2009) .  In  a  study  with  Maltese  primary  school  children,  bullying
at  school  was  one  of  the  strongest  predictors  of  social ,  emotional  and
behavioural  problems  and  mental  health  diff icult ies  (Cefai  & Camilleri ,  2011) .  A
study  conducted  locally  in  2007  showed  that  21.3% of  13 -14  year -olds  were  at
risk  of  developing  depression  (Antonella,  2007) .

However,  more  recent  studies  show  an  escalation  of  the  problem.  A  study
conducted  in  2015,  found  that  27.3% of  14 -15  year -olds  were  at  r isk  of
developing  depression  (Buttigieg,  2015) ,  indicating  an  increasing  trend  in  r isk.
Data  from  the  Health  Behaviour  in  School -Aged  Children  Study  (HBSC)  (WHO,
2016)  shows  that  across  all  age  groups  surveyed,  the  percentage  of  boys  and
girls  in  Malta  who  report  either  feel ing  ‘ low ’  or  feel ing  ‘nervous ’  is  higher  than
the  average  amongst  the  48  countries  and  regions  surveyed  in  Europe  and  North
America.  The  proportion  increases  with  age  such  that  more  than  a  quarter  of
children  aged  15  report  feel ing  low  and  more  than  one  third  report  feel ing
nervous.  Girls  consistently  report  these  feel ings  more  commonly  than  boys.

Students ’  wellbeing  and  learning  cannot  be  separated.  As  we  all  know,  students ’

l ives  at  school  consist  of  many  components,  including  engagement  with  their
school  community,  success  at  learning  endeavours,  posit ive  relat ionships  with
teachers  and  peers,  developing  social  and  emotional  competencies,  and  coping
with  negative  inf luences  such  as  bullying /harassment.  

Furthermore,  emotional  wellbeing  is  a  clear  indicator  of  academic  achievement,
success  and  satisfaction  in  l i fe.  However,  despite  the  known  benefits  of  good
wellbeing  provision,  at  present  the  education  system  is  unbalanced.  There  is  too
much  emphasis  on  academic  attainment  and  not  enough  focus  on  promoting  the
wellbeing  of  students.  

We  can  l ink  to  this  the  signif icant  drop -out  rate  of  students  from  education
despite  efforts  to  address  the  problem.  We  at  the  Chamber  believe  that  we  can
truly  address  this  i f  we  ensure  that  students  –  at  different  stages  of  their  l i fe  –

are  engaged  in  real -world  learning.  
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We  need  to  make  education  more  engaging  and  our  learning  environments  more
invit ing  for  the  students  they  serve.  The  drive  by  NGOs  and  other  institutions
that  focus  on  our  environment,  on  health,  and  of  being  of  service  to  the
community  should  be  a  driving  force,  an  inspiration  to  our  education  system.  

This  problem,  lest  i t  escalates  into  a  crisis ,  requires  a  greater  focus  on
prevention  through  early  identif ication  and  intervention.  I t  is  here  that  schools
can  play  a  determining  role.  Over  the  course  of  their  education,  children  spend
over  11,000  hours  at  school.  With  such  a  huge  amount  of  t ime  spent  in  our
classrooms,  schools  provide  an  ideal  environment  for  promoting  good  emotional
wellbeing  and  identifying  early  behaviour  changes  and  signs  of  mental  distress.
The  social  and  emotional  ski l ls ,  knowledge  and  behaviours  that  young  people
learn  at  school  can  help  them  to  build  resi l ience  and  set  the  pattern  for  how  they
wil l  manage  their  mental  health  throughout  their  l ives.

Various  international  studies  have  highlighted  the  importance  and  value  behind
social  and  emotional  learning  (SEL)  together  with  service - learning  (SL)  and  the
extent  to  which  each  are  integrated  not  only  in  our  education  system  but  in  l i fe
itself .  Studies,  especial ly  ones  conducted  in  the  United  States  (Atwell  et  al . ,
2021 ;  Bianco,  2019 ;  Rautio,  2012)  believe  that  a  holist ic  education  needs  to
include  the  implementation  of  SEL  and  SL  in  our  schools.  

I t  is  the  Chamber ’s  belief  that  Maltese  schools  must  engage  the  whole  child  by
integrating  social ,  emotional ,  and  academic  development  through  various
init iat ives,  pedagogies  of  learning  that  address  real  l i fe  issues.  

Schools play a vital role in the promotion of positive mental health in
children. Schools can also provide a safe and supportive environment for
building life skills and resilience and a strong sense of connectedness to

school and life itself.
 

Update  exist ing  legislat ion  to  enshrine  physical  and  mental  wellbeing  as  a
fundamental  priority  of  schools.
Encourage  and  support  schools  to  make  wellbeing  a  priority  in  their  School
Development  Plans.
Provide  schools  with  the  human  and  f inancial  resources  for  wellbeing
provision.
Provide  learning  opportunit ies  that  involve  students  in  engaging  with
community  init iat ives.  Programmes  that  explore  the  environment,
sustainabil i ty,  care,  community  work,  sport  etc. ,  are  to  be  encouraged  and
form  an  integral  part  of  our  school  leaving  cert i f ication /  student  portfol io.
Schools  encouraged  to  establish  strong  l inks  with  different  organisations  to
develop  SEL  and  SL  init iat ives.
Embed  an  understanding  of  wellbeing,  mental  health  and  resi l ience  in  all
teacher  education  courses.

The  Chamber  recognises  that  various  init iat ives  have  been  undertaken  over  the
years.  Unfortunately,  such  init iat ives  have  tended  to  be  sporadic  and  isolated  in
nature.  We  recommend  that  in  order  to  priorit ise  wellbeing  in  our  school  a  more
concerted  effort  bringing  together  different  stakeholders  from  various
professional  groups,  and  not  exclusively  from  the  education  and  caring
professions,  to  come  together  to  review  our  current  system.

We  call  on  Government  to  rebalance  the  education  system  so  that  the  wellbeing
of  students  is  considered  as  important  as  academic  attainment.  A  number  of
recommendations  fol low:
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Concluding  Remarks  

This  document  has  mainly  focused  on  the  educator  as  a  central  pawn  in  the
education  system.  We  felt  that  we  need  to  approach  educational  development
and  reform  in  Malta  by  giving  educators  their  due.  Whilst  most  documents  that
have  come  out  over  the  years  in  Malta  have  focused  on  the  child  which  is  placed
at  the  centre  of  the  reform  process  we  argue  that  in  order  to  get  to  the  child  so
that  they  are  able  to  gain  their  entit lement  and  so  no  one  is  left  behind  we
cannot  do  this  without  looking  at  what  i t  takes  to  attract,  retain  and  develop
those  that  are  already  in  the  profession  or  else  may  be  attracted  to  join  i t .  We
appreciate  that  as  a  caring  profession  teaching  is  more  of  a  call ing  rather  than
just  another  job.  However,  whilst  altruism  is  at  the  centre  of  the  profession  we
cannot  purely  rely  on  this  trait  but  need  to  work  hard  to  ensure  that  a  good  mix
of  intr insic  and  extr insic  factors  come  together  for  educators  to  feel  prepared,
empowered  and  respected  by  a  society  that  demands  so  much  out  of  them  and
who  are  responsible  for  developing  the  human  capital  of  tomorrow.

We  sincerely  hope  that  the  points  raised  can  lead  to  further  discussion  and
debate  amongst  the  different  stakeholders  that  see  education  as  a  pil lar  within
our  society.
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